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Gas 7s 

A 

AEOLIAN AAEILNO eolian (pertaining to wind) [adj] 

AERATED AADEERT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATES AAEERST AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATOR AAEORRT one that aerates (to supply with air) [n -S] 

AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AEROBAT AABEORT one that performs feats in aircraft [n -S]  

AEROBES ABEEORS AEROBE, organism that requires oxygen to live [n] 

AEROBIA AABEIOR AEROBIUM, aerobe (organism that requires oxygen to live) [n] 

AEROBIC ABCEIOR AEROBE, organism that requires oxygen to live [adj] 

AEROGEL AEEGLOR highly porous solid [n -S] 

AEROSOL AELOORS gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n -S] 

AETHERS AEEHRST AETHER, upper region of atmosphere [n] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AIRBAGS AABGIRS AIRBAG, inflatable safety device in automobile [n] 

AIRBALL AABILLR to miss basket in basketball [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRBASE AABEIRS military base for aircraft [n -S] 

AIRBOAT AABIORT boat used in swampy areas [n -S] 

AIRCREW ACEIRRW crew of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRDATE AADEIRT scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

AIRDROP ADIOPRR to drop from aircraft [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

AIRFARE AAEFIRR payment for travel by airplane [n -S] 

AIRFLOW AFILORW flow of air [n -S] 

AIRFOIL AFIILOR part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n -S] 

AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S] 

AIRHEAD AADEHIR stupid person [n -S] 

AIRHOLE AEHILOR hole to let air in or out [n -S] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRLIFT AFIILRT to transport by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRLIKE AEIIKLR resembling air [adj] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

AIRLOCK ACIKLOR blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n -S] 

AIRMAIL AAIILMR to send mail by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRPARK AAIKPRR small airport [n -S] 

AIRPLAY AAILPRY playing of record on radio program [n -S] 

AIRPORT AIOPRRT tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n [-S] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRSHIP AHIIPRS lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AIRSHOW AHIORSW exhibition of aircraft stunts [n -S] 

AIRSICK ACIIKRS nauseated from flying in airplane [adj] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 
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AIRTIME AEIIMRT time when broadcast begins [n -S] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT aerial cable car [n -S] 

AIRVACS AACIRSV AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

AIRWARD AADIRRW toward sky [adv] 

AIRWAVE AAEIRVW medium of radio and television transmission [n -S] 

AIRWAYS AAIRSWY AIRWAY, passageway in which air circulates [n] 

ALLOBAR AABLLOR change in barometric pressure [n -S] 

AMMONIA AAIMMNO pungent gas [n -S] 

AMMONIC ACIMMNO pertaining to ammonia (pungent gas) [adj] 

ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

ANTIAIR AAIINRT directed against attacking aircraft [adj] 

ARCUSES ACERSSU ARCUS, arch-shaped cloud [n] 

ARSINES AEINRSS ARSINE, poisonous gas [n] 

AVGASES AAEGSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n]  

AVIATED AADEITV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATES AAEISTV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATIC AACIITV AVIATION, act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [adj] 

AVIATOR AAIORTV one that aviates (to fly aircraft) [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

B 

BAILOUT ABILOTU act of parachuting from aircraft [n -S] 

BECLOUD BCDELOU to make cloudy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELCHED BCDEEHL BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELCHER BCEEHLR one that belches (to expel gas through mouth) [n -S] 

BELCHES BCEEHLS BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BEMISTS BEIMSST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BIOFUEL BEFILOU fuel composed of biological raw materials [n -S] 

BIPLANE ABEILNP type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

BIVINYL BIILNVY flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n -S] 

BLOWBYS BBLOSWY BLOWBY, leakage of exhaust fumes [n] 

BLOWIER BEILORW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLOWOFF BFFLOOW expelling of gas [n -S] 

BOILERS BEILORS BOILER, vessel for boiling [n] 

BOILING BGIILNO BOIL, to vaporize liquid [v] 

BOILOFF BFFILOO vaporization of liquid [n -S] 

BREATHE ABEEHRT to inhale and exhale air [v -D], -HING, -S] 

BREATHS ABEHRST BREATH, air inhaled and exhaled [n] 

BREATHY ABEHRTY marked by loud breathing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BRUMOUS BMORSUU BRUME, fog [adj] 

BUBBLED BBBDELU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUBBLES BBBELSU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BURPING BGINPRU BURP, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

BUTANES ABENSTU BUTANE, flammable gas [n] 
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BUTENES BEENSTU BUTENE, butylene (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n] 

 

Gas 7s 

C 

CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S]  

CATSPAW AACPSTW light wind [n -S] 

CHINOOK CHIKNOO warm wind [n -S] 

CHLORIC CCHILOR pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

CHLORIN CHILNOR chlorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

CHOKERS CEHKORS CHOKER, one that chokes (to impede breathing of) [n] 

CHOKIER CEHIKOR CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOKING CGHIKNO CHOKE, to impede breathing of [v] 

CHUCKED CCDEHKU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

CHUCKER CCEHKRU one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n -S] 

CLIMATE ACEILMT weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

CLOUDED CDDELOU CLOUD, to cover with clouds (masses of visible vapor) [v] 

COCKPIT CCIKOPT pilot's compartment in certain airplanes [n -S] 

CONVECT CCENOTV to transfer heat by process of circulation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COUGHED CDEGHOU COUGH, to expel air from lungs noisily [v] 

COUGHER CEGHORU one that coughs (to expel air from lungs noisily) [n -S] 

COWLING CGILNOW covering for aircraft engine [n -S] 

CUMULUS CLMSUUU type of cloud [n -LI, -ES] 

CURRENT CENRRTU continuous flow [n -S] 

CYCLONE CCELNOY rotating system of winds [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

D 

DAYGLOW ADGLOWY airglow seen during day [n -S] 

DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEFLATE ADEEFLT to release air or gas from [v -D, TING, -S] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel (gas) from [v] 

DEGASES ADEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]  

DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog (condensed water vapor) from [v] 

DEPLANE ADEELNP to get off airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DERECHO CDEEHOR line of intense widespread windstorms [n -S] 

DEWDROP DDEOPRW drop of dew (condensed moisture) [n -S] 

DEWFALL ADEFLLW formation of dew (condensed moisture) [n -S] 

DEWIEST DEEISTW DEWY, moist with dew [adj] 

DEWLESS DEELSSW having no dew (condensed moisture) [adj] 

DISTILL DIILLST to extract by vaporization and condensation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTILS DIILSST DISTIL, to distill (to extract by vaporization and condensation) [v] 

DOGVANE ADEGNOV small vane (device for showing direction of wind) [n -S] 

DRIFTED DDEFIRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIFTER DEFIRRT one that drifts (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DROWNDS DDNORSW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DROWNED DDENORW DROWN, to suffocate in water [v] 
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DROWNER DENORRW one that drowns (to suffocate in water) [n -S] 

DUCTING CDGINTU DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] / system of ducts [n -S] 

DYSPNEA ADENPSY labored breathing [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

E 

EDDYING DDEGINY EDDY, to move against main current [v] 

ELEVONS EELNOSV ELEVON, type of airplane control surface [n] 

EMPLANE AEELMNP to enplane (to board airplane) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENPLANE AEELNNP to board airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (to wear away from constant friction) [adj] 

ERODING DEGINOR ERODE (to wear away from constant friction) [v] 

EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away from constant friction) [n -S] 

EROSIVE EEIORSV causing erosion (act of eroding (to wear away from constant friction) [adj] 

ERUCTED CDEERTU ERUCT, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

ETESIAN AEEINST annually recurring wind [n -S] 

ETHANES AEEHNST ETHANE, gaseous hydrocarbon [n] 

ETHENES EEEHNST ETHENE, ethylene (flammable gas) [n] 

ETHYNES EEHNSTY ETHYNE, flammable gas [n] 

EUPNEAS AEENPSU EUPNEA, normal breathing [n] 

EUPNEIC CEEINPU EUPNEA, normal breathing [adj] 

EUPNOEA AEENOPU eupnea (normal breathing) [n -S] 

EXCRETA ACEERTX excreted matter [n EXCRETA] 

EXHALED ADEEHLX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHALES AEEHLSX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v]  

EXOSMIC CEIMOSX EXOSMOSE, form of osmosis (form of diffusion of liquid through membrane) [adj] 

 

Gas 7s 

F 

FANNERS AEFNNRS FANNER, one that fans (to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion)) [n] 

FANNING AFGINNN FAN, to cool or refresh with fan (device for putting air into motion) [v] 

FINNANS AFINNNS FINNAN, smoked haddock [n] 

FLATTOP AFLOPTT aircraft carrier [n -S] 

FLEHMEN EEFHLMN to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUORIN FILNORU fluorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

FLYBOYS BFLOSYY FLYBOY, pilot in air force [n] 

FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n] 

FLYOFFS FFFLOSY FLYOFF, competitive testing of model aircraft [n] 

FLYOVER EFLORVY flight of aircraft over specific location [n -S] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

FLYWAYS AFLSWYY FLYWAY, established air route of migratory birds [n] 

FOAMERS AEFMORS FOAMER, one that foams (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [n] 

FOAMIER AEFIMOR FOAMY, covered in foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOAMILY AFILMOY in foamy (covered in foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) manner [adv] 

FOAMING AFGIMNO FOAM, to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [v] 

FOGBOWS BFGOOSW FOGBOW, nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog [n] 
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FOGDOGS DFGGOOS FOGDOG, fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n] 

FOGGERS EFGGORS FOGGER, one that fogs (to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface)) [n] 

FOGGIER EFGGIOR FOGGY, filled with fog (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FOGGILY FGGILOY in foggy (filled with fog (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) manner [adv] 

FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S] / FOG, to cover with fog (condensed water vapor near earth's surface) [v] 

FOGHORN FGHNOOR horn sounded in fog (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [n -S] 

FOGLESS EFGLOSS having no fog (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass) [adj] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FROTHED DEFHORT FROTH, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

FROTHER EFHORRT one that froths (to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass))) [n -S] 

FUELING EFGILNU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUELLED DEEFLLU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy) [v] 

FUELLER EEFLLRU fueler (one that fuels (to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy))) [n -S] 

FUMULUS FLMSUUU thin cloud [n -LI] 

 

Gas 7s 

G 

GASBAGS AABGGSS GASBAG, bag for holding gas [n] 

GASEITY AEGISTY state of being gas [n -TIES] 

GASEOUS AEGOSSU pertaining to gas [adj] 

GASLESS AEGLSSS having no gas [adj] 

GASOHOL AGHLOOS fuel mixture of gasoline and ethyl alcohol [n -S] 

GASPING AGGINPS GASP, to breathe convulsively [v] 

GASSERS AEGRSSS GASSER, one that gasses (to supply with gas (substance capable of indefinite expansion)) [n] 

GASSIER AEGIRSS GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GASSILY AGILSSY GASSY, containing gas [adv] 

GASSING AGGINSS poisoning by noxious gas [n -S] / GAS, to supply with gas [v] 

GEYSERS EEGRSSY GEYSER, to eject jets of hot water and steam [v] 

GHIBLIS BGHIILS GHIBLI, hot desert wind [n] 

GLIDERS DEGILRS GLIDER, type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n] 

GOSPORT GOOPRST communication device in airplane [n -S] 

GUNPORT GNOPRTU opening in ship or airplane for gun [n -S] 

GUSTIER EGIRSTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUSTILY GILSTUY in gusty manner [adv] 

GUSTING GGINSTU GUST, to blow in gusts (sudden blasts of wind) [v] 

 

Gas 7s 

H 

HABOOBS ABBHOOS HABOOB, violent sandstorm [n] 

HANGARS AAGHNRS HANGAR, to place in aircraft shelter [v] 

HEAVENS AEEHNSV HEAVEN, sky [n] 

HELIPAD ADEHILP heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

HELIUMS EHILMSU HELIUM, gaseous element [n] 

HOVERED DEEHORV HOVER, to hang suspended in air [v] 

HOVERER EEHORRV something that hovers (to hang suspended in air) [n -S] 

HUFFING FFGHINU HUFF, to breathe heavily [v] 
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HUMIDEX DEHIMUX index of discomfort [n -ES] 

HUMIDLY DHILMUY in humid manner [adv] 

 

Gas 7s 

I 

INFLATE AEFILNT to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISOCHOR CHIOORS isochore (curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature) [n -S] 

ISOTACH ACHIOST line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

J 

JETLIKE EEIJKLT resembling jet airplane [adj] 

JETPORT EJOPRTT type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

K 

KAMSEEN AEEKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KAMSINS AIKMNSS KAMSIN, khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n] 

KETENES EEEKNST KETENE, toxic gas [n] 

KHAMSIN AHIKMNS hot, dry wind [n -S] 

KILOBAR ABIKLOR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

KOLBASI ABIKLOS kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KVASSES AEKSSSV KVASS, Russian beer [n] 

 

Gas 7s 

L 

LEAKAGE AAEEGKL act or instance of leaking [n -S] 

LEAKERS AEEKLRS LEAKER, one that leaks (to permit escape of something through breach or flaw) [n] 

LEAKIER AEEIKLR LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKILY AEIKLLY LEAKY, tending to leak [adv] 

LEAKING AEGIKLN LEAK, to permit escape of something through breach or flaw [v] 

LEAVENS AEELNSV LEAVEN, to produce fermentation in [v] 

LEEWARD ADEELRW direction toward which wind is blowing [n -S] 

LIMBECK BCEIKLM alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n -S] 

LOFTIER EFILORT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOFTILY FILLOTY in lofty (extending high in air) manner [adv] 

LOGBOOK BGKLOOO record book of ship or aircraft [n -S] 

LUNTING GILNNTU LUNT, to emit smoke [v] 

 

Gas 7s 

M 

MAUSIER AEIMRSU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIER AEIMRUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MEGABAR AABEGMR unit of pressure [n -S] 

METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S] 
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MIASMAL AAILMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj] 

MIASMAS AAIMMSS MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MIASMIC ACIIMMS MIASMA, = noxious vapor [adj] 

MIDAIRS ADIIMRS MIDAIR, region in middle of air [n] 

MISTBOW BIMOSTW fogbow (nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog) [n -S] 

MISTIER EIIMRST MISTY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

MISTILY IILMSTY in misty (blurry (unclear (not clear))) manner [adv] 

MISTING GIIMNST MIST, to become blurry [v] 

MISTRAL AILMRST cold, dry wind [n -S] 

MOFETTE EEFMOTT noxious emanation from fissure in earth [n -S] 

MONSOON MNNOOOS seasonal wind [n -S] 

MUGGIER EGGIMRU MUGGY, warm and humid [adj] 

MUGGILY GGILMUY in muggy (warm and humid) manner [adv] 

 

Gas 7s 

N 

NACELLE ACEELLN shelter on aircraft [n -S] 

NEBULAE ABEELNU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

NEBULAR ABELNRU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [adj] 

NEBULAS ABELNSU NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

NITROUS INORSTU containing nitrogen (gaseous element) [adj] 

NONSKED DEKNNOS airline without scheduled flying times [n -S] 

 

Gas 7s 

O 

OUTDOOR DOOORTU pertaining to open air [adj] 

OUTWIND DINOTUW to cause to be out of breath [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OXYGENS EGNOSXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [n] 

 

Gas 7s 

P 

PAMPERO AEMOPPR cold, dry wind [n -S] 

PANCAKE AACEKNP to land airplane in certain manner [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PANTING AGINNPT PANT, to breathe quickly and with difficulty [v] 

PASCALS AACLPSS PASCAL, unit of pressure [n] 

PECHING CEGHINP PECH, to pant (to breathe quickly and with difficulty) [v] 

PERFUME EEFMPRU to fill with fragrant odor [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PETROLS ELOPRST PETROL, gasoline (liquid fuel) [n] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLEGMY EGHLMPY resembling phlegm (thick mucus secreted in air passages) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PLOSION ILNOOPS release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n -S] 

POMPOMS MMOOPPS POMPOM, antiaircraft cannon [n] 

POTHEAD ADEHOPT one who smokes marijuana [n -S] 

PROPANE AENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 
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PROPENE EENOPPR flammable gas [n -S] 

PROPJET EJOPPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

PROPYNE ENOPPRY gaseous methyl acetylene [n -S] 

PURSIER EIPRRSU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURSILY ILPRSUY in pursy (short of breath) manner [adv] 

 

Gas 7s 

Q 

 

Gas 7s 

R 

RAINING AGIINNR RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 

REFLATE AEEFLRT to inflate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REPTILE EEILPRT any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n -S] 

REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

RESKINS EIKNRSS RESKIN, to replace outermost layer of aircraft or motor vehicle [v] 

RESPIRE EEIPRRS to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ROCKETS CEKORST ROCKET, to convey by means of rocket (device propelled by reaction of escaping gases) [v] 

RUNWAYS ANRSUWY RUNWAY, landing and takeoff strip for aircraft [n] 

 

Gas 7s 

S 

SABBING ABBGINS SAB, to sob (to cry with convulsive catching of breath) [v] 

SALTPAN AALNPST large pan for making salt by evaporation [n -S] 

SAMIELS AEILMSS SAMIEL, simoom (hot, dry desert wind) [n] 

SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n] 

SCENTED CDEENST SCENT, to fill with odor [v] 

SCUBAED ABCDESU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SEWAGES AEEGSSW SEWAGE, waste matter carried off by sewers [n] 

SHAMALS AAHLMSS SHAMAL, hot, dry wind [n] 

SIGHERS EGHIRSS SIGHER, one that sighs (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [n] 

SIGHING GGHIINS SIGH, to let out sigh (deep, audible breath) [v] 

SIMOOMS IMMOOSS SIMOOM, hot, dry desert wind [n] 

SIPHONS HINOPSS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SIROCCO CCIOORS hot, dry wind [n -S] 

SKYCAPS ACKPSSY SKYCAP, porter at airport [n] 

SKYDIVE DEIKSVY to parachute from airplane for sport [v -D, -DOVE, -VING, -S] 

SKYJACK ACJKKSY to hijack airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj] 

SKYLESS EKLSSSY having sky obscured by clouds [adj] 

SKYLIKE EIKKLSY resembling sky [adj] 

SKYLINE EIKLNSY horizon (line where sky seems to meet earth) [n -S] 

SKYWARD ADKRSWY toward sky [adv] 

SMEEKED DEEEKMS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SMOKERS EKMORSS SMOKER, one that smokes (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [n] 

SMOKEYS EKMOSSY SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] 
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SMOKIER EIKMORS SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMOKIES EIKMOSS SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] / SMOKIE, sausage or hot dog [n] 

SMOKILY IKLMOSY SMOKY, filled with smoke [adv] 

SMOKING GIKMNOS SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [v] 

SMOTHER EHMORST to prevent from breathing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNORERS ENORRSS SNORER, one that snores (to breathe loudly while sleeping) [n] 

SNORING GINNORS act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n -S] / SNORE [v] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S] 

SOBBERS BBEORSS SOBBER, one that sobs (to cry with convulsive catching of breath) [n] 

SOBBING BBGINOS SOB, to cry with convulsive catching of breath [v] 

SOLANOS ALNOOSS SOLANO, strong, hot wind [n] 

SOUPIER EIOPRSU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOUPILY ILOPSUY SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adv] 

SOUTHER EHORSTU wind or storm from south [n -S] 

SPIRANT AINPRST speech sound produced by forcing of breath through narrow passage [n -S] 

SPUMIER EIMPRSU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPUMING GIMNPSU SPUME, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

SPUMOUS MOPSSUU spumy (foamy (covered with foam)) [adj] 

SPUNKIE EIKNPSU light caused by combustion of marsh gas [n -S] 

SQUALLY ALLQSUY gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

STACKUP ACKPSTU arrangement of circling airplanes over airport waiting to land [n -S] 

STEAMED ADEEMST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STIBINE BEIINST poisonous gas [n -S] 

STIFLED DEFILST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STIFLER EFILRST one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S] 

STIFLES EFILSST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STORMED DEMORST STORM, to blow violently [v] 

STRAFED ADEFRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

STRAFES AEFRSST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES] 

SUNBOWS BNOSSUW SUNBOW, arc of spectral colors formed by sun shining through mist [n] 

SUSPIRE EIPRSSU to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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TAPLESS AELPSST lacking tap (device to stop flow of liquid or gas) [adj] 

TARMACS AACMRST TARMAC, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway [v] 

TAXIWAY AAITWXY paved strip at airport [n -S] 

TEARGAS AAEGRST to subject to gas that irritates eyes [v -SSED, -ING, -ES, -SSES] 

TELERAN AEELNRT system of air navigation [n -S] 

THERMAL AEHLMRT rising mass of warm air [n -S] 
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TORNADO ADNOORT violent windstorm [n -S, -ES] 

TOUPIES EIOPSTU TOUPIE, round boneless smoked ham [n] 

TRACHEA AACEHRT passage for conveying air to lungs [n -E, -S] 

TRIJETS EIJRSTT TRIJET, airplane powered by three jet engines [n] 

TROMPES EMOPRST TROMPE, device used for supplying air to furnace [n] 

TUYERES EERSTUY TUYERE, pipe through which air is forced into blast furnace [n] 

TWINJET EIJNTTW aircraft with two jet engines [n -S] 

TYPHOON HNOOPTY tropical hurricane [n -S] 
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UNAIRED ADEINRU not aired (to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth)) [adj] 

UNCLOUD CDLNOUU to free from clouds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNICOMS CIMNOSU UNICOM, radio communications system at some airports [n] 

UPDRAFT ADFPRTU upward movement of air [n -S] 

URODELE DEELORU type of amphibian (cold-blooded animal that grows from juvenile water-breathing form to adult air-breathing form) [n -S] 
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VALVING AGILNVV VALVE, to provide with valve (device for controlling flow of liquid or gas) [v] 

VAPORED ADEOPRV VAPOR, to emit vapor (visible floating moisture) [v] 

VAPORER AEOPRRV one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [n -S] 

VAPOURS AOPRSUV VAPOUR, to vapor (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [v] 

VAPOURY AOPRUVY vapory (vaporish (resembling vapor)) [adj] 

VENTING EGINNTV VENT, to provide with vent (opening for escape of gas or liquid) [v] 

VIFFING FFGIINV VIFF, to change direction abruptly of vertical take-off aircraft [v] 

VOLCANO ACLNOOV opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected [n -ES, -S] 
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WAFTAGE AAEFGTW act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water) [n -S] 

WAFTERS AEFRSTW WAFTER, one that wafts (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

WAFTING AFGINTW WAFT, to carry lightly over air or water [v] 

WAFTURE AEFRTUW waftage (act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water)) [n -S] 

WARBIRD ABDIRRW vintage military aircraft [n -S] 

WAVEOFF AEFFOVW act of denying landing permission to approaching aircraft [n -S] 

WEATHER AEEHRTW to expose to atmospheric conditions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WELKINS EIKLNSW WELKIN, sky [n] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHIFFED DEFFHIW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIFFER EFFHIRW one that whiffs (to blow or convey with slight gusts of air) [n -S] 

WINDAGE ADEGINW effect of wind (air in natural motion) on projectile [n -S] 

WINDIER DEIINRW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDILY DIILNWY in windy (marked by strong wind) manner [adv] 
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WINDOWS DINOSWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDWAY ADINWWY passage for air [n -S] 
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YAWNERS AENRSWY YAWNER, one that yawns (to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air) [n] 

YAWNING AGINNWY YAWN, to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air [v] 

YEASTED ADEESTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

YPERITE EEIPRTY poisonous gas [n -S] 
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	ERODING DEGINOR ERODE (to wear away from constant friction) [v]
	LEAKILY AEIKLLY LEAKY, tending to leak [adv]
	MISTILY IILMSTY in misty (blurry (unclear (not clear))) manner [adv]
	MUGGILY GGILMUY in muggy (warm and humid) manner [adv]
	WINDILY DIILNWY in windy (marked by strong wind) manner [adv]

